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campus briefly

News Editor: Emily Wuchner
Phone: 809-4468

·This week

Police Beat - - - - - - Nov.22

Today

Wednesday

•1:30 p.m. Board of Regents meeting;

•12:30 p.m. Purchase and Pennyrile
Regions FFA SalC$ and Welding Contest;
Howton Agriculture Building and Oakley
Applied Sciences building; call 809-3329
for more information
•4 p.m; Hump Nite; Curris Center Stables;
African-American and Ethnic Programs
study night, free
•S p.m. Student Government Senate meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room; students may share issues; open to the public
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors. Weekly
Word . and Worship; Curris Center Theater

Pogue Library Jesse L. Stuart room

e6 p.m. Nativity scene; William Cherry
Agricultural Exposition Center, free
e6:30 p.m. Madrigal Dinner; Ordway Hall;
sponsored by the music department; call
809-4288 for more information
•7:30 p.m. Tooth and Nail; ensemble from
the Junction Avenue Theatre company
from South Africa; Actor's Studio Theatre
in Wilson Hall, $8 for general, AARP, faculty and staff admission, free to students
With ID
•7:30 p.m. Third Day/Jars of Clay; RSEC.
tickets $8 students with 10, $12 public, $10
for groups of 10 or more

Saturday
•8:30 a.m. LSAT; 101 Ordway Hall; pick up
registration in the main lobby
e6 p.m. Nativity scene; William Cherry
Agricultural Exposition Center, free
•6:30 p.m. Madrigal Dinner; Ordway Hall;
sponsored by the music department; call
809-4288 for more information
•7:30 p.m. Tooth and Nail; ensemble from
the Junction Avenue Theatre company
from South Africa; Actor's Studio Theatre
: in Wilson Hall, $8 for general, AARP, factutty and staff admission, free for students
: with ID

Monday
~

p.m. Home-cooked meals provided by
church groups: Wesley Foundation, free
• 7 p.m. lnfowars Movie Marathon; Loose
Change: Final & Enslavement; Curris
Center Theatre; email Michael M. Taylor
at michaelm.taylor@murraystate.edu for
more information

Tuesday
: -8 a.m. December Senior Breakfast; Curris
: center Ballroom; graduating seniors and
. graduate students in the December 2007
"class may attend, free to students, $5 for
faculty and staff: call Student Affairs at
' 809-6831 for more information
: •12:30 p.m. Purchase and Penny rile
• Regions FFA Sales and Welding Contest;
Howton Agriculture Building and Oakley
· Applied Sciences building; call 809-3329
for more information
~ •3:30 p.m. Faculty Senate meeting; Curris
· Center Barkley Room
• •S p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
Curtis Center Tennessee Room

·Coming Up: M~icJht Breakfast 9'.30 p.m.
:Dec. 9 at Winslow Dlnl~ Hall; meal is free to all
"students with an ID
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12:56 p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported a stove quit working. Central Plant was notified.
3:S8 p.m. An officer checked on
two people hooking up to a trailer
near the science complex construction site. The people were
employees at API Roofing.
6:42 p.m. A caller at College
Courts said two students needed
housing for the holiday. The residence director on call was
advised and would contact the
caller.

notified but did not locate the
source of the smell. An officer
took a report.
7:12 p.m. The residence director
from White College reported
garbage backed up on the third
floor. Central Plant was advised.

Nov.26

Nov. 23

Thursday

L-o6 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported hearing what
sounded like two gunshots or fire·
works. An officer checked the
area but did not fmd the source of
the noise.
11:40 a.m. A caller reported a
green bicycle lying next to the
handicap ramp near the Lowery
Center. An officer put the bicycle
on the bike rack at Public Safety.
12:02 p.m. An employee at
Winslow Dining Hall reported a
student being rude to management after being asked to leave
the building. The student was
gone on officer arrival. An officer
to an information report.
4:53 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Sungyoul Seo,
nonstudent, from Murray for disregarding a stop sign.
5:48 p.m. A caller from the
Regional Special Events Center
reported a bus bumped a pick up
truck by the loading dock. Th~
vehicles were not damaged and
the owners did not want a report
taken.
ll:S9 p.m . The tamper smoke
detector alarm and fire alarm
were activated. An officer said
smoke from burned food caused
the alarm. Central Plant and the
Murray Fire Department were
advised. The State Fire Marshal
was notified. An officer took a
report.

7:0S a.m. An officer said the barri-

-

cades near the Wellness Center
were pulled up and lying on the
.·
ground. The officer replaced the
barricades and Central Plant was
1 notified.
7:28 a.m. An officer said a handi~~
capped sign was lying on the
ground by Pogue Library. Central
Plant was advised.
8:0S a.m. A caller reported people
at the top of Roy Stewart Stadium.
An officer said the people were
with Facilities Management.
2:25 p.m. The residence director
on call at Clark College said there
was no hot water in the building.
Central Plant was notified.
11:13 p.m. The burglary alarm at
Miller Golf Course was activated.
The Calloway County Sheriffs
I office and the key holder were
advised. An officer cleared the
file photo
alarm.
•6:30 p.m. WThe Art of Belly Dancing";
dance studio in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center; call 809-3140 to reserve a spot, $3
I 4 p.m. A caller reported a cow
students, $5 nonstudents
from the North Farm standing in
•7 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Eastern
the
roadway. An officer put the
Kentucky; RSEC, free
•7 p.m. Thursday Night Grind: Lane Davis cow back in the field and notified
and Cameron will perform at Hart College the farm manager that repairs
needed to be made to the fence.
Throughbrewed Cafe, free
•7:30 p.m. Tooth and Nail; ensemble from
the Junction Avenue Theatre company
from South Africa; in the Actor's Studio
Theatre in Wilson Hall, $8 for general,
a.m. A caller reported a car
AARP. faculty and staff admission, free to parked in the Calloway County
High School parking lot with chilstudents with ID
dren in it. A Murray State officer
r-c, J(JQli w~d like an neat to appear in:
and a Kentucky State Police
tbe This Week section. flU OUt a form Ia
trooper checked the area. An offithe Murray State News oftlc:e at W WUcer took a report.
son Hall, fu to 809-3175 or e-mail infor6:38 p.m. The residence director
mation to new~~
at Elizabeth College reported the
Please submit events bY Wednesdays
smell of gas on the north end of
at noon. We cannot guarantee all itepl$ the building. Central Plant and
will be published.
the Murray Fire Department were

.
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Nov. 2S
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report for theft under $300. The
item was located.
9-31 p.m. The residence director at
Hart College reported a loud
noise that sounded like a gunshot
at the west end of the college. The
noise was caused by dry ice put in
a plastic drink bottle. The Murray
Fire Department and State Fire
Marshal were notified.

Nov. 28
2:35 a.m. A caller at Springer College reported a suspicious person
on the west side of the building.
The person was waiting for someone to come out of residential college.
2:SS a.m. A student from Richmond College thought the front
desk worker followed the student
to their room. An officer said the
person was a rover making
rounds at the time the student
was going to their room.
lQ-.30 a.m. A person at Public Safety reported a sexual assault that
occurred off campus. The Murray
Police Department was notified
and asked Public Safety to take a
report.
3:09 p.m. A caller from St. Leo's
Catholic Church reported a man
asleep in a vehicle for at least
three hours. The Murray Police
Department was notified.
3:1:1 p.m. A caller at 16th Street
and Howton Agricultural Engineer Building reported a vehicle
accident without injuries. There
was damage to the building
because of the accident. The Murray Police Department and Central Plant were notified. A Murray
State officer took a report for
property damage.

Nov. 27

Motorist assists- 0
Racer escorts- 2
Arrests- 0

9'.28 a.m. A caller from Facilities
Management was locked out of a
vehicle. The owners spouse
brought and extra key.
1:33 p.m. A caller from the wellness center said a digital camera
was missing. An officer took a

EmUy Wuellner, News Editor, compiles Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed.
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Men vs. Eastern Kentucky

RACERS..

Dec. 5, 7 p .m .
Dollar Night by Regions Bank
(Soft Dri nks, Hotdogs,
Popcorn, & Candy all for $1)

Monday - Friday: 7 a. m. - 10 p.
Saturday: 8 a. m. - 1 p. m.
Sunday: 11 a. m. - 8 p. m.

m.

Every• II welcome•••

Bring r• Bille ... lit a PIIIOII tageU.....

Truth does not t• IIIVI81Igatlon•••
Weltrlve to _...... ..S •ve God In till . . . WIY the •lr

Women vs. Eastern Kentucky
Dec . 6 , 7 p.m.
Racer Challenge

Open Seven Pays a Week

111-*111 did...
on1r creed • the • - •

Cllrllt II •

onlY 1111111•••

SUnday Morning llble Study - 10
s.day Momlng Worship - 10:50
Sunday Evenblg Worship - &
........y Evening Bible Study - 7

C... Gl DarM Iliad_. llllday DriR In .....,.IY
Take 94 West (Main Street) to Donn Road, turn left go past
Murray High School 4111 St. on tile left Is Holiday Drive.

94 West

641
D
0

r

a
n

Murray H. S.
West Murray
......-Building

West Murray
Church of Christ
www.wesbnurraychurch.com

Holiday Dr.
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REGENTS

From Pagel

From Pagel

monium,"
In response to the Virginia Tech Massacre, Perkins said the communication
systems would not prevent or stop a person with the intent to harm other students
and could end up doing more harm.
In addition to the mass communication
system through lP phones, Anderson said
an interest was shown for incorporating
campus-wide text messages.
"Not everyone has text messaging and
as many text messages as some people get,
an emergency message could easily be
disregarded,'' Perkins said.
Lauryn Hunt, freshman from Jackson,
Mo.• disagrees with the idea of sendingmass text messages to faculty and students through the communication system
during emergencies.
"Most students have their phones on
them," Hunt said. ''They would know
what's going on faster than anything else."
Although the bill for the purchase of the
communication systems seems steep, students accept the sacrifice for safety.
"I think it's expensive," Hunt said. "But
if it helps me be more safe. then I think it's
worth it.''
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robin.phelps@murraystate.cdu.

Dunn added the agenda item to familiarize the
Regents and the public at the meeting with an
aspect of the University.
• The board plans to accept gifts including computers and monitors for the Weaver Center for
Academic Excellence and a nine-year old broodmare and AQHA nine-year-old red roan gelding.
The Regents plan to name a facility the Dr.
Alfred Wolfson Center for Environmental Studies and Research.
• During the Board of Regents Policy Manual

the students themselves."
The meeting begins at 1:30 p.m. in the Jesse L.
Stuart room in Pogue Library.
Also at the meeting:
• The public is welcome to present concerns to
the board during the publlc participation session.
Those interested must sign up before the meeting begins and will have five minutes to present
their concerns.
• Dr. Dunn will recognize the Commonwealth
Honors Academy during the "Spotlight" section.

changes, the Regents will discuss the policy
about the use of outdoor areas by non-universit}'
groups. Dunn will present a policy to clarify outdoor public speech areas of the University.
• The board plans to authorize the razing of 2009
College Farm Road.
• The Regents will have an executive session to
discuss pending litigation and consider the
future acquisition or sale of reaJ property.
Emily Wuchncr can be reached at emily. wuch·
ner@murraystate.edu.

SOLDIERS
From Pagel

I

way it is affecting all of us."
Brittany Klein. senior from Floyd's Knobs. Ind.. is a member of
Lambda Zeta Omicron in Elizabeth
College and said the group is selling candy cane grams for 50 cents
through today. Members w ill deliver the candy grams to Elizabeth
College residents next week.

"It can be a secret admirer thing
or you can do it for your friends,"
Klein said.
She said it is important to help
the soldiers. especially around the
holidays.
"I think it is important for them
to see their families before they go
overseas," Klein said. "It was an

easy way to mnke some money for
them."
Regents College is also participating in the fundraising effort
with a bake sale begirming Tuesday. Baked goods will be sold from
noon until 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday in the Regents College
lobby. Students and community

members are also encouraged to
donate baked goods.
Those interested in donating
funds can bring money to any
Regions Bank or send it to Regions
Bank. Bring a Soldier Home, PO
Box 1080, Murray, Ky.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.

10°/o Discount with MSU I.D.
1406 D North 12th Street
The Village Shopping Center
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901 Coldwater Road • Munay, KY
(270) 753-8477

USDA CHOICE BONELESS
SHOULDER
POT ROAST
Fresh
(Sold as Roast OnlY)

;IIi;

$2''
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Christmas Gift Bags
KROGER
WHI1'I; WHEAT, BUTTERMD.K

KROGER
MILK·OR ORANGE
JUICE

10

Aeaorted Varieties

ORMULnGRAINIRUD
20·24 Ol Loal

=~!!~~~~.8
..

Selected Varieties
Plastic Gallon

li

ct Pko

~10

lot

•500
•

.t'

ANGEL SOFT
BATH TISSUE

KROGER

MOIST & TENDER
BOSTON BU'M' PORK

GRADE A EGGS
Laroe or extra Large
Ooz:en

ROAST
Fresh

. 4~5

12 Double Rolla, 501 Sq Ft
9 Mega Rolls, 501 Sq Ft

::'oGER
NICE 'N STRONG
PAPER TOWELS

wt

$

....

120 minutes •••••••••••• $20
(includes 30 .free minutes)
210 minutes............ $30
{includes 30 free minutes)
360 minutes............ $40
{includes 60 free minutes)r
660 minutes............ $65
(includes 60 free minutes)
Each gift bag includes:
• Gift Certificate
• Lotion Packet
• . Goggles & Stickers
Open Seven Days a Week
Monday • Thursday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
. Friday 8 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5
•5

8 Roll Bundle, AOO Sq Ft

PAMILYPACK
PORK STIAK OR
COUNTRY STYLI
RIBLin

p.m.

fr•h

MOIST & TENDER
BONELESS HALP
PORK LOIN

DEL MONTI
VEGETABLES

,...,

9eltcl6dVIICiobot

IH$.25ozCon

II

2!5
KUBLIR
CLUB CRACURS
ORSANDII8

...._,.d_os
D·lh•Pict

TUESDAY DEC. 4
SPECIAL TUESDAY NfGHT SHOW

FRESH
WHOLI
CATFISH
OSAF.,...Ra.-

DAN COHEN

TUAIRED
GRAPEFRUIT
OR SUNBURST
TAttGIRINU
GrapofNit s lb ~ ...

NU TLI
«:OOK.I DOUGH
Ao-.113.S..18olPk9

Tonoen-al>11111

THURSDAY DE·C. 6
C LARENCE D OBBINS

Come watch

Monday Night Football
on our HD \\lidescrecn
UNIQUE MExiCAN FOOD • CAJUN SPECIALS
DELI SANDWICHEs •

BBQ • SoUPs

BEST S ALADS IN TOWN
BURGERS

& F'ruEs • GREAT DESSERTS

••••••••••••••••••
LUNCH SPECIALS
NoN- SMOKING AVAILABLE
W e A ccept AllM.R.jur M edicare
P rescrip#.on Plans Includi.ng
Humann and A.ARP.

PRIVATE R OOMS FOR

MEETINGS/PARTIES

Cnrnrr of 1Oth & Arcadia • 759-8866

Behind Cheri Theatres

bigapplen1urra)'.con1
J
c:r

,

&

!&c
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873
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Where have all the
professors gone?
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Students look for absent professors
during their scheduled office hours
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial
board of The Murray State News.
This is the time of year when students are scrambling to
turn in their last minute projects, figuring out their classes
for next semester and cramming for their foreboding final
exams.
Instead of feeling like they can use their professors as a
resource to alleviate much of the stress and anxiety the end
of the semester throws at them, some students are left high
and dry when dropping in on their professors during their
office hours.
Faculty members are expected to post their office hours
outside their doors and must hold them during normal
working hours, according to the Murray State Faculty Handbook.
Although each college is responsible for regulating how
many office hours faculty members are required to have,
most colleges mandate no less than 10 hours per week and
some require more.
The Murray State News did an informal survey to see if
faculty are in their offices during their posted office hours.
Only three of the 10 faculty members visited during their
office hours on Wednesday were actually in their offices.
Now, of course faculty members have very busy schedules
with classes, conferences and grading papers and tests. And
let's not forget about all of their extra-curricular meetings
and responsibilities.
But, don't students receive penalties for not fulft.lling their
responsibilities? Shouldn't we expect our teachers to be just
as accountable as they expect us to be?
We also know they are not super human and do sometimes
get sick. Surely the majority of professors would apologize
for not being in their offices during their set hours and if
requested would set up individual meetings with students.
That is not the point, however. Students should have
immediate access to their professors and that means that
appointments aren't always a solution. Office hours are out..
lined as part of a faculty member's job responsibilities. Students pay high tuition costs and housing fees to be here, to
learn something, to succeed. Isn't that the first and foremost
job of the faculty?
So, faculty members please, just be in your office when
you say. your going to be in your office. Some of us really
need your advice, help and guidance.

what do you think...

!Renter beware: landlords are not always fair

Are your professors available durinQ their office hours? 1
"Not once have I met with a teacher during office hours. Once I met my adviser in
a coffee shop"
Kirsten Spencer • Henderson, Ky.
sophomore

"I always call and make an appointment
first. It is hard to meet a professor with·
out an appointment."

Marl Rogers· Murray, Ky.
junior

"I don't know. I have never tried, but most

seem to want to help out.''
Aaron Klienhelter • Shepherdsville, Ky.
sophomore

"Most of the time their office hours con·
flict with my schedule. I think it is easier
to make appointments. ·
Taylor Crawford · Owensboro, Ky.
sophomore
Knsten Miller/The News

the news
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail: thenews~murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175
www.thenews.org

In My
Opinion

During the 2006-2007 school year, I began renting
an apartment for the ft.rst time, and I simply learned
the process as I went along. Looking back on my

experience during my first time renting, there are
some things I wish I had known about going into it.
So, in order to help students who are currently rent·
ing apartments and the future student renters out
there, I would like to share with you my story so you
can be aware of the things that landlords will do to
you to make some extra cash money.
To say the least, my roommate and I did not have
an enjoyable time dealing with our difficult landlord.
There were a few situations which caused me to
have dislikes and hard feelings for my landlord. but
the main issue that got me distraught was the fact
that he never gave my roommate and I our rent
deposit back at the end of our lease that we had put
down on the apartment at the beginning of our stay.
It was nearing the end of our lease and we had the
Scott
option to sign a lease renewal form to let our landlord know if we wanted to stay in the apartment for
Ellison
the following year. We asked for a couple more
weeks in April to let him know if we wanted the
Scott Ellison is a
apartment for next year because my roommate wasgraduate student
from St. Charles, Mo. n't sure if he was staying. He ended up fmding a job
near Murray, so we turned in the lease renewal two
weeks late. He had already given the apartment
away. Lesson one: just because a landlord says something docs not mean it is legitimate.
So we were forced to move out and find a new
apartment. We moved out on the date required by
the landlord and we cleaned the apartment thoroughly. The only specifications we were given on
how clean the apartment was to be was to leave it the
same way we got. In order to be safe and to ensure
we got our rent deposit back. we did a major cleaning job on the apartment. The lease told us we would
get a response from the landlord within a month of
vacating the apartment. We bounded him all summer
via mail and phone calls, which were rarely returned.
The rent deposit letters fmally arrived on July 25,
which was nearly two months after the day we
1

-"--~---~---~---

Ithe news editorial board
Autumn Boaz

Editor in Chief • 809·68n

Steve Miller
Sports Editor • 809·4481

Emily Wuchner

Kimberly Conklin

News Editor • 809-4468

Advertising Manager 809·4478

Alaina Zanln

moved out. To our surprise, the letters did not contain deposit checks for us. Instead they were bills,
which stated we owed our landlord additional
money for clean up charges. Here is an itemized list
of things he charged us for and subsequently deducted from our rent deposits. I will let you be the judge
of whether or not these seem like fair charges to you.
•Carpet cleaning for stains and pet hair· $157
(the lease stated that $100 would be deducted
from the rent deposit for carpet cleaning)
•Replaced stove pans and clean stove and oven·
$45
•Sweep underneath the refrigerator, washer and
dryer· $35
•Replaced eight light bulbs- $24 (We barley had
this many lights in the apartment, and we checked
them before we moved out.)
•Repaint walls with matching paint in front
downstairs room- $125
•Trash Pickup charge for trash outside of can$35 (We placed a TV box by our trash
can for trash pickup.)
•Two unpaid late fees- $150. This was another
one of those situations where the landlord said
if we needed a few extra days to pay rent. be
would work with us, but as we have learned in
lesson one, we cannot trust what the landlord
says.
Many of these changes are absurd and bogus in my
opinion. What is a college student to do in order to
get his or her rent deposit back? It is not worth it to
sue him because I would end up digging a hole for
myself financially. So. the only other way I thought I
could handle it was to write up my story to let students know they have to be careful when renting
apartments, because there are landlords out there
who know students can't do much of anyth.ins to get
their money back. He is willing to make up crazy
charges in order to keep students' rent deposits and
screw them out of hundreds of dollars. Lesson 2:
don't rent from landlords you don't know or trust.
Thank you for reading my story and happy renting.

Elaine Kight

Opinion Editor • 809·5873

Photography Editor • 809·5878

Ashley EdWards
College Life Editor • 809·5871

Adviser • 809·2998

Joe HedQes

---------------

The Murray State News strives to be the University community's source for informa·
tion. Our goal is to present that information in a fair and unbiased manner and provide
a free and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News Is a designated public forum. Student editors have authority
to make all content decisions without censorship or advance approval. The paper offers
a hands·on learning environment for students interested in journalism. The campus
press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy and its editors
should develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and edited by students and is an official publica·
tion of Murray State University. The first copy is free. Additional copies are available for
25 cents at 111 Wilson HaiL
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Students lend a hand in decorating Winslow
Robin Phelps

Staff writer
"Chestnuts roasting on an open fire." "I'll be home for Christmas," "Deck the halls with boughs of holly" and "I saw Mommy
kissing Santa Claus," are some of the phrases from the holiday
songs played at Winslow Dining Hall Tuesday evening.
Getting into the holiday spirit during the last weeks of school
is a struggle for many Murray State students as they prepare for
fmals.
This year, students were able to relive the experience of decorating their homes for Christmas by decorating Winslow and
enjoying free cookies and pizza.
"Several students showed concern so the event was brought
up by the Food Services Committee," Linda Hollingsworth, din·
ing hall manager, said.
While hanging garland, listening to holiday songs, eating double chocolate cookies and engaging in friendly conversation,
students welcomed the holiday spirit.
"I thought it'd be fun since I don't get to decorate this year,"
Dean Abner, freshman from Centertown, Ky., said. ''My mom
will probably have it decorated by the time 1 get home for
Christmas."
Though eating cookies provided by Food Services may not
bring the same memories as putting out snickerdoodlcs and milk
for Santa Claus. students enjoyed the event and the effort made

by the University.
"People get so stressed out for finals and decorating helps you
relieve that stress and gives you the comfort of home," Dana
Tobin, senior from Ballwin, Mo., said.
The holidays arc a special. sentimental time for most, but for
Yumeji Ogido. graduate student from Okinawa, Japan, the holidays mean much more.
"l think it's very interesting for Japanese people because
Christmas is really not our holiday, we don't decorate in public,"
Ogido said. ''This is very different from my culture. but it's getting popular. Now, officially, I have experienced the traditional
American culture."
The American holiday season is accompanied by many traditions, including Murray State's annual Hanging of the Green
event sponsored by the Residential College Association.
On Dec. 4 at 7 p.m., a night of fun and seasonal festivities will
take place in the Curris Center rocking chair lounge.
Each residential college will compete for a spirit flag in the
battle for the best-decorated tree. There is also cookie decorating and music by several choral ensembles. The event is free and
open t~ all students and the Murray community.
"We're trying to involve the community more and more each
yl.'ar," Samantha Piechocinski, vice president of RCA and evt:nt
coordinator, said. "It's a great way to raise holiday spirit and destress bt'fore finals."
Robin Phelps can be reached at robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

Above: Students helped decorate the Christmas trees In Winslow OlninQ
Hall Tue.sday.
RiQht Holiday decorations adorn the cashler•s table at Winslow.

Programs help international
Officials consider future of lawn students better learn language

CONSTRUCTION

Amanda Crider

Adam Elias, associate campus minister

Staff writer

Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
Vice President for Student
Affairs Don Robertson met with
a committee thjs week to discuss
future plans concerning the lawn
shared by College Courts, Hester
College and tlie planned Rich·
mood Residential College.
Among those who met to discuss the future of the green space
along Waldrop Drive were Residential College Council presidents, college heads from Hester
an d Rich mond Colleges, RCA
President Allan Hendricks,
Director of Facilities Design and
Construction Kim Oatman and
Director of Housing David Wilson.
By showing blueprints of the
future Richmond College in relation to the surrounding facilities,
Robertson said he hopes to gain
suggestions on how to make the
space in question a communityfriendly environment.
Wayne Harper, director for
Building Services and Grounds,
said there will likely be numerous ideas considered regarding
the space.
Future plans for the lawn could
include gazebos, outdoor plaza
areas and ornamental tree plantings.
Regard less of the specifics,
Harper said there will still be
.some open areas for activities
like volleyball and other outdoor
sports.
"The whole area would be
developed to show that the space

to international students, leads the pro·

"Once Richmond is finished, we would be able to take the
road out and make that area into more of a mall type area.
The mall will probably be complete in the fall of 2009, or even
the spring of that year."
-Don Robertson
Vice President
between Hester, Richmond, and
College Courts is separate but
together," Harper said. "That is
re~lly what the task ~orce is
gomg to try and accomplish and l
will be providing some input for
that."
Although Robertson said the
new Richmond College's green
space is going to be very similar
to New Clark's green space, he
also said one future plan involves
closing Waldrop Drive, the road
which runs between the new resldential college and the intra·
mural fields.
Following Waldrop's closing,
Robertson said the University is
considering plans to use the area
as a mall, extending from New
Clark and future Richmond to
the intramural fields.
"Once Richmond is finished.
we would be able to take the road
out and make that area into more
of a mall trpe area," Robertson
says. "The mall will pro\'lably be
complete in the fall of 2009, or
even in the Spring of that year."
Although the changes discussed imply significant changes
in the area between Hester, College Courts and the future Rich·
mond, Oatman said such plans

gram and said it helps ESI. students
develop language and social skills. The
Those wanting to Jearn about another
program also teaches American students
culture while helping other students
about other cultures.
have several opportunities on campus.
"For an hour a week, these lan~:uagc
Murray State's Conversation Partner
partners meet for conversation in fairly
program pairs Amerkan students with an
ordinary circumstances, whether it be for
English as a Second Language student for
food, study or fun," Elias said. "Through
one hour per week in order to help nunfor Student Affairs
these friendships. not only do language
English speakers become more comfortskills
naturally improve over time, but so
able
with
American
culture
and
to
learn
are still in the early stages of dis- '
do
understanding
and appreciation for
conversational
English.
cussion.
the rest of the world.
Guangming Zou, ESL program director,
"Though there are plans to
"1 tell American students that one of
close that road someday, those started the program after visiting a partthe
best things they can do while in colner
u
niversity
in
South
Korea.
changes are not happening now,"
lege is to get out and see the world. Being
The administration there told Zou a
Oatman said. "It is going to be a
a language partner is a really easy way to
long process to close that road. 1 complaint they received nbout the Unido that without leaving the country."
versity's
study
abroad
program
was
the
Right now, it has just been talked
Mary Grace Choukalas, junior from
lack of interaction with American stuabout."
Germantown, Tenn., is a language part·
dents.
While Robertson does not
ner at the BCM and said she enjoys hang·
"We designed the program to help our
believe his committee has settled
ing
out with her new friends.
students,"
Zou
said.
"Sometimes
the
stu'
everything in a single meeting,
"I think that conversation comes more
dents here don't have enough opportunihe said decisions will have to be
from getting cxpl.'ricncc than just sitting
ties to talk with American students and
made fairly quickly in order for
around
going over different words,"
get
to
be
part
of
the
culture.
They
go
to
those involved to move forward
Choukalas said. "So far, we have been
classes, but it's not enough."
with designs and construction on
bowling, learned how to make tacos, had
Weihong Gao, ESL recruitment coordi·
the p roject.
several bonfires and eaten lots of
nator
and
instructor,
said
the
ConversaStill, regardless of the progress l
s'mores."
tion
Partners
program
gives
ESL
students
of the various projects under I
Austin Kursave, junior from Nashville,
the confidence to speak up in clnsses and
consideration, Robertson said
Tenn.,
said he has noticed a difference in
in
social
situations.
the University will continue to
himself
since joining the program.
"Some
students
from
Asia
are
very
shy
value its appearance.
"Ha\ing a language partner has really
''Green space is always going 1 and are afraid of making mistakes when
helped me bl'comc less selfish," Kursave
they speak English," Gao said. "This
to play an important role because
said.
"Being able tC) share the joys of
should
help
students
get
comfortable
it creates an inviting and attrac·
someone whu is not really famili~tr with
tive environment for students I with American students and culture."
our customs and traditions is priceless."
The Baptist Christian Ministry's Lanoutsidl.' of the classroom,..
Amanda Crider t'an be reached at
guage
Partner's
program
is
a
similar
pn>·
Robertson said. "So, as we build
amanda.crider@murraystute.edu.
gram
at
Murray
State.
and design things, landscape is
going to be equally important as I
the buildings that go up."
Clayton Vertrees can be
reached at james.vertrees@
--elidglail.~.
murraystate.edu.
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La Cocina Mexicana
Expanding to a New Location with
Outside Patio! Now Open!

You may have one of these 16 danger signals of pinched nerves!
•Low Bock Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthritis

New
Location in
Murray!

Hazel Location is Newly Remodeled
and Expanded, Great for Groups!

501 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270} 767-1627

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Neck Pain
•I ndl9est1on

•Numb Hands
•Bursitis
•Pain Down Legs
•Muscle Spasms

FIND OUT HOW whether careful, professional chlropracttc care can retleve your aches and pains.
This examination nonnalty cost $1 50.00 or more.
It wilt Include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neuroloQical test. a spinal aliQnment
check, an examination for restricted or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation with
the doctor to discuss the results.

ex

DISCl..AlMEft:Jvry person~ fOf' payment hos o rf9ht to
refute to pay within 72 hours of respondll19 to ff"tls advertisement.

314 Main Street
Hazel, KY 42049
(270} 492-6393
I

•Numb Fln9ers
•Hlp Pain
• Tl9ht Muscles
•Achln9 Feet
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Spotlight

The Murray State News highlights an
interesting fact about an administraror or
staff member every two weeks.

Carthell active in music, on campus
D. Mills Multicultural Center, as he believes education and
music to be connected.
"Music and education are definitely related," he said. "If a
child can learn aU the lyrics to a 50 Cent song, then they have the
ability to learn English; you just have to show them the connection."
Playing music in the Multicultural Center, located on the first
floor of the Curris Center. is one thing Carthell has done to facilitate that connection.
"There is something about music that improves students," he
said...I feel that if students can get involved with the arts in any
way that they will enjoy school more and it will improve retention."
The retention of students, particularly black students, is part
of Carthell's job. He attributes his success in his job to the things
he learned while playing music.
"When I was in school. music taught me creativity, conflict
management, and how to be patient," he said. "I use all of those
things in my job. You have to pay attention to the small things
with students, and when you do it helps them so much more."
W hen things get stressful at work, Carthell sometimes shuts
his office door and plays his keyboard for a while. He said he
usually has several instruments in his office, but they are currently on loan to his son, who is working on an album.
Another way Carthell bas brought music to campus is through
a performing arts company called VITAL. This group includes
musicians, poets. singers and dancers.
"I look for about 10-15 really talented students to travel and
perform," he said. "The goal of the group is to promote the University and also to promote music."
As a whole, music is something that connects everyone, he
said.
"In a world of differences, having a connection through music
helps us all get along a little better and understand how different
people operate and function," Carthell said. "That's why music is
so powerful."

Carthcll's campus and city involvement is not exclusively
music related.
He is nlso involved with Black Student Council, National Panhl'llenic Council, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity. Inc., and is the cochair of the Black History Celebration Committee. Carthell is
also a member of the Murray State Black Facult)' and Staff Association
Off campus, Carthell is the chair of the City of Murray Martin
Luther King Celebration Committee and was recently appointed
to chair the City of Murray Human Rights Commission.
Mia Walters can be reached at mia.walters@murraystate.edu.

Officers request help after small fire

Festival showcases student-created films

Office presents brown-bag lunch session

At 5:52 a.m. Wednesday Murray State Police responded to a
report of a smoke smell in the Old Fine Arts Building.
Officers found a fire in n trash can located ln room 1004. The
Facilities Management employee who found the fire extinguished it. Several floor tiles and the trash can were damaged.
Officers arc unsure of the cause of the fire but they do not
believe it was intentionally set. It is under investigation by the
University Police, the Murray City Police and the state fire marshal's office.
Anyone with information about the fire should contact Public
Safety at 809-2222.

The Murray Independent Filmmaker Association will host its
annual student film festival this weekend.
The festival will feature the productions of area students and
alumni. The productions include comedic. experimental and
musical-themed works.
The festival showings will be from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Dec. 1
and Dec. 2 in the Curris Center Theater. Admission is free.

The Research Policy Committee and the Office of the Provost
will sponsor the December brown-bag lunch presentation from
12:30 p.m. to 1:20 p.m. Dec. 5 on the third floor of Wells Hall.
The series will continue on the first Wednesday of every
month during the spring 2008 semester and will feature a new
presenter each month.
Free brown-bag lunches will be given for those who RSVP
with Jody Cofer at jody.cofer(@murraystate.edu by noon Monday, Dec. 3. Peggy Pittman-Munke will present ''Plagiarism: Prevention Versus Intervention" Wednesday.

Mia Walters
Staff writer
At a Homecoming football game years ago, the starting running back changed into a band uniform and played four different
instruments during the halftime show.
That was S.G. Carthell in high school, balancing the life of a
successful athlete and an avid musician.
Carthell. director of African American Student Services and
Ethnic Programs, has been playing music since the age of five, he
said.
.
"I come from a very musical family," be said. "Everybody- my
mother, my father and my grandmother. Everyone played something."
His first instrument was a cornet, which at the time, he
thought was a trumpet.
"I remember when I was five years old. I got a little beat-up
cornet and when people asked me about it, I would say that I
wanted to be Louis Armstrong," he said. "Jazz is still my favorite
style of music."
The cornet wus the first of many instruments Carthell mastered, including keyboard, bass, drums and all brass instruments.
In high school, he played in several different sections of the
band, achieving first-chair status in each section.
Carthdl continued his musical career in college, playing with
a band of his own.
"When I was in school, other students worked at McDonald's
or other jobs to pay for college, and I made money playing music
with my band," Carthell said. "People began to know me for my
music."
As an adult, Carthell has continued this musical tradition in
his own family. He has five sons and two daughters who are all
involved with music.
"My friends joke and call me Joe Jackson, because at any given
time in my house, we're all playing something," he said.
Carthell has also integrated music into his work at the Marvin

S.G. tarttlell and Quinton Hankins perform at the 2007 Gospel Explosion.

Across campus

Organization holds benefit concert .
The W F.EP for Southern Sudan organization will hold a benefit concert at 7p.m. today in the Curris Center Stables.
For more information contact Gabriel Azech Kwai at 502-9385616.

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses
& Contact Lenses
• Treatn1ent of Eye
Infections
•Most Insurance
Accepted (Including:
Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Medicare.
Medicaid, Spectera.
Dr. Douglas W. Payne VSP. Avesis)

Commission delays area code change
The Kentucky Service Commission has delayed the usc of the
364 area ,c ode by six months.
The previous Jan. I, 2008 reflects the estimated date the 270
area code will run out of available numbers.
The 364 area code will cover the western portion of the current 270 area code, including the cities of Henderson, Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Murray and Paducah.

Leadership informational session set
A Leadership Murray State informational session will be at 5
p.m. Dec. 4 in the Curris Center Mississippi Room. Students with
questions should contact the Student Organizations Office at
809-6953 or student.organizations@murraystate.edu

Apartment for rent
2 bedroom and 3 bedroom
Great locations, Prices start at
$395/month, call: 270-227-3331
Bl99e•t & Beat Buffet In Town I
Over 150 items Changing Daily for Lunch & Dinner Including:

tops
J.,aP . stock)

Hellea''s ec.npute..
Place

(270) 436-5933

(manYJ.t\

and win the fight!"

EYES &EYEWEAR

kellercomp uter.com
(10 minutes SE from MSU)
order online for next day deliveiy
on campus service available

In Olympic Plaza. Next to Los Portales, Murray

(270) 753-5507
DIOR

RA L P H
RALPH LAUREN

katespade BURBERRY

•Appetizers

·Soups

Serengeti
Tommy Hilfiger
Tommy Bahama

"Quality Eyecore for the Entire F01nily. · ·

The Duke says,
" Buy a laptop

s199-li50

+toney Chicken
+tot Pan Chicken

>Chicken on a Stick -Mussels
-General Tso's
>Cocktail Shrimp
Chicken
>Crab Rangoon

IBM · DElL • COMPAQ • TOSHlBA • HP
•Salad Bar
•Sushi

•Steak
•Ice Cream
-Dessert Bar

638 H. 12111 ST. IkrwEEN Gooov's AHD OffiCE 0Ef'OT • 753-3788
Mot!DAY- TIIUilSOAY 1~30 A.M.- 1~30 P.M.
ftuDAy & 5.\l\IRDAY I ~30 A.M.- 11 P.M. . SutiDAY I ~30 A.M. - 10 P.~.

I.J\IJNJ)IlY
HAVING MORE RETIREMENTACCOUNTS
• Tanning Beds w/ fiCitl ltmps
$4 per one·time vis1t.
one month unlimited for only $24.95
minute packages available
• Arms, legs, t nd flcitf wu ing
• Acrylic Nails
• Message Therapy now aveilable

• Spe Mtnicurts/ Pedicurts
Acrylics. gel nails. nail an
• Perms, Cut & Style
• Colors
• Highlights (foil and u p)

Either 1/2 hour or full hour

Call lor an appointment
• Haircuts S 10 (and up) debit, credit . and checl1s accepted

MSU Student 10 Discount
(Excluding Specitls)

Next to August Moon • Walk-ins Welcome
Or Call (270)767-0000 for Appointment
Hairdressers
Kathy Smith, Nicole Forthman.
Amanda Morris
Hours:
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

I

\.

Massage
Kerri Turner

Nails
Trang

1550 Lowes Dnve Suite A. Murray KY
Caii:!270176J.tl000

IS NOT THE SAME

AS HAVING MORE MONEY.
wtm't Jll:t aJI tho:ir n1iRm~n1 cavin:•
a sinCe broker ~ !hey bdievo iti &r too riiky.
Accunlly,1h~~ muy be mc•ro ridt in htnoin;rnultipl~ neo;.unt,;.
With<lllt a rill(:I~ footu, it can l~e> diffituh to k~ rra·:k of)"Qilr
mvearntr.l$ and to _. if you're pr.;.p~rly clivenifid.' At th~

ltl1111y inft!t;;n-'

Welcome back MSU Alumni!

10% MSU
DISCOUNT
with I.D. on dry cleaning!
605 Main St., Murray, KY 42071

(270) 753-2552

111

vrry 1~. multiplo a<X:Wr:u urually rmm muhiplo ~~

&m:;ine your aeo,unta

tn

F.dw:Jrd JoutoJ omld h"..IJ' 1olve nD

thaL Plus, on~ 1uttement ondto~ it e:uitr to ~ if you're

mcnfue ~rd your ~sh.
'I.'Mutr~ab<ft®c mttw"~t.ot' pron~ mt JJoH ltp!ottrt ''"'""' llU.

1 i> I,.M"n why

confolidatif~C

to Ed"''!trti Jonr.s

fl'lllk~.s

yow· mlrarumt accounts
smte, call yt~ur local

6tWto&l advi1or todAy.
Larry J Jocbon
JOSN 12111Ste!!tSutrB
W!ty, KY 4:!>71

27G7s:J.-4227

2 Locations
605 Main St • (270) 753-2552
509 N 12th • (270) 753-9194
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Oiscover your nexf PavorifB musicians here
af fhB world caPe .
• Oamien Riae • /.,y/e /.,ovett

e/vis Costello

The Bhins • 8rit;Jhf eyes • l,os /.,obos .
• The l,emonheads
Voxfrof

'

!?cM • Moby

8/ur • fete Yorn • Tom f'etty

• BuPjan Stevens • Modest Mouse •

Monday,.fridsy at 7 p.m. f 5sturday5 af 2 p.m.
L,isfen online at wkms.org
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Football year
over, question
.
season begins

I

AUSTIN PEAY 23 • MURRAY STATE 17

I

Football team ends season with loss

It's Championship Week in college
football and that means the questions
about the National Championship are at a
fevered pitch.
Will Missouri take down Oklahoma to
win the Big 12 Title?
Is· West Virginia
going to take down
·I
Pittsburgh in the
"Backyard Brawl?"
Why is the hottest
team in the Southeastern Conference
not playing in the
Conference Championship game?
Will Ohio State
back into this season's
Championship game? Why
Aaron
won't the two best
teams be playing in
Weare
Staff writer
the national title
game?
Missouri and Oklahoma are playing th~
Big 12 Conference Championship game
Saturday. The game is easily the biggest
game for the Tigers since before most of
the readers of this paper were born.
Tiger Quarterback Chase Daniel leads
his team into the game against a Sooner
team that beat Missouri by 10 points earlier this season. I don't expect the same
result this weekend. There really is no
hotter team in college football right now
than the Tigers. Daniel has thrown for 10
touchdowns and no interceptions in the
last three games. As a team. the Tigers
have no turnovers in their last two games,
one of which was their win over the then
No.2 Kansas Jayhawks last weekend.
The Sooners are also coming into the
game with a banged-up quarterback in
Sam Bradford and their star defensive
end Auston English may not even play
Saturday. English had two sacks and nine
tackles in the first matchup.
With Missouri's momentum heading 1
into Saturday, I don't think Oklahoma is
going to be able to stop Daniel and th~
Tiger attack. Missouri wins at the wire,
31-28.

For the first time in my life, I'm about
to say I hope West Virginia beats Pittsburgh this weekend. My reasons are
purely selfish. If the Mountaineers win
this weekend, and Missouri too, we'll
have one heck of a National Championship game in January.
Mountaint!er quarterback Pat White
and running backs Steve Slaton and Noel
Devine head one of the most explosive
and entertaining offenses in the game.
Their spread option attack and Missouri's
wide·open attack will make last year's
Boise State and Oklahoma game look like
Pop-Warner football. White has more
than 2,600 total yards on the ground and
through the air, with 26 total touchdowns. Slaton has 1,042 yards on the
ground and 17 rushing touchdowns. The
only drawback to tht! Mountaineers is
their defense. I doubt they have one player who will go in the first four rounds of
the NFL draft. They don't have the top
talent on defense, but with Missouri and
West Virginia, who needs defense?
Basically this all boils down to the fact
that 1 have no fiber in my being that
wants to see Ohio State in a National
Title game. They have no legitimate reason to be in this year's title game. The
Buckeyes' biggest road win this year is a
battle between a lousy Wisconsin or
Michigan. Two teams who really wouldn't be ranked if they weren't Michigan or
Wisconsin. I don't want to see another
Ohio State team go out and lose by four
touchdowns. Like I said, I wanted to see
West Virginia and Missouri for selfish
reasons.
My biggest issue with this whole
National Championship question is that
the two best teams right now have no real
shot to play in the National Championship. Southern California and Georgia
went through the two toughest conferences, top-to-bottom, in college football,
and, yes. they each lost two games, but
would any team want to play them right
now? I doubt it. So, with the bowl system
that we havt! in place, these teams lost
their chance to play when they lost early
in the season.
So, I guess the real question now is
when are we going to get an eight-team
playoff?

Aaron Weare is a sta./JwriteratThe Murray State News. E-mail comments to
aaron. weare@murraystate.edu.
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The Murray StaJe Football team ended its season
in a way many players
would want to fo~ct, with
eight turnovers and one
huge special teams gaffe.
The Racers dropped their
ninth game of the season,
23-17 to their Ohio Valley
Conference rival the Austin
Peay Governors.
The first half was a
defensive struggle for the
Racers and the Governors,
as the teams battled to a 00 tie. Neither team made
much of a gain in the half,
with the Racers throwing
four interceptions.
"( don't look at statistics
other than wins and losses,
but our defense has gotten
better in the last six
weeks,.. Head Coach Matt
Griffin said in a press conference. "I can't say that
about the offense.''
The Racers ran for 72
yards on 15 carries in the
first half. The Governors
ran for lll yards on 28 carries and only threw for 36
yards. Racer quarterbacks
threw for U4 yards to go
along with the four interceptions.
The second half saw
more scoring than the frrst
half. After the Racers
stopped Austin Peay on
their first drive of the half,
the Racers put the first
points on the scoreboard, 70.
The touchdown came on
a pass from freshman quarterback Chris Franklin to
sophomore · running back
Josh
Jones.
Franklin
replaced the starting quarterback, freshman Jeff
Ehrhardt, midway through
the drive, because of injury.
"I thought Chris came in
and did a nice job," Griffin
said. "Our offense was
inept and we didn't run the
football."
After the Racers' scoring
drive, a theme started to
develop for the Governors
in the connection between
quarterback Gary Orr and
wide receiver Lanis Freder-

iclc.
On their next drive, Orr
and Fredt!rick connectt!d
on a 36-yard pass to set up
the first Austin Peay score,
a six yard touchdown by

Sophomore running back Josh Jones tries to keep his balance In Austin Peay territory while junior tight end DeAngelo Nelson blocks.
Otis Spivey.
On the next two drives,
for the Governors, the Orr
to Frederick connection set
up another Governor score.
Another 36-yard pass set up
thl· second touchdown, this
time a four-yard run by
Spencer Gulmire.
On the Governors next
drive, Orr hooked up with
Frederick for a 23-yard pass
on fourth down and 17. The
Governors settled for a 34yard field goal four plays
later.
After the 17 unanswered
points for the Governors,
the Racers converted on a
turnover of their own, this
time a fumble recovery by
senior cornerback Derrick
Parrott. The resulting drive
ended with freshman Tyler
Webs's career-long 48yard field goal.
On the next drive, sophomore linebacker Tamar
Butler forced another fumble to put the Racers in
scoring position. Eight
plays later. Franklin found
senior wide receiver Rod
Harper in the end zune for
an eleven-yard touchdown.
The ensuing kickoff

Quarterback Jeff Erhardt pulls the ball down for a scramble.
broke the Racers' back in a
way that has been all too
familiar this season. The
Governors' Terrence Holt
took the kickoff 85 yards to
score the clinching touchdown.
"It looks .like we over-ran
from the backside and left a
crease,"
Griffin
said.

"That's the story of our
year. That's on me, and it
will get better."
After lhl' game, the focus
for Griffin was on next season.
"I'm very anxious to get
into the offseason,~ Griffin
said. "We're going to go get
bigger, get stronger and

become better. We have 24
sophomores that will be 24
juniors next season and we
have 40-some-odd freshmen. If we can keep 30 of
them then we'll have a ton
of sophomores, too."
Aaron Weare can be

reached at aaron. weare
@lmurraystate.edu.

OVC conference recognizes four Racers.
Tlm MacAllister
Staff Writer
Four members of the Murray State football
team were honored by the Ohio Valley conference this week. The most notable, quarterback
Jeff Ehrhardt, was chosen as the OVC Freshman
of the year. Teammates Senior Rod Harper,
Junior DeAngelo Nelson and senior Derrick Parrott were also awarded.
Ehrhardt threw for more than 2;500 yards this
year, which is good enough for fifth in the Murray State record books. His 21 touchdowns are
the most for a Racer freshman quarterback in
school history, and he ranks second among
Racer quarterbacks in single season completions
with 236 and attempts with 393. Ehrhardt also
holds the single game record for completions
with 36 against Tennessee State. Ehrhardt was
also recognized with a selection to the All OVC
Second Team.
"I acknowledge the Lord has given me my talents and I hope my efforts this past season were
glorifying to him." Ehrhardt said. "I also give the
credit to my teammates. The offensive line
played their hearts out and did their best to protect me. Without them our offensive achievements would not be possible. I believe we have
the best receiving core in the OVC. Those guys
go and attack the ball when it's in the air, even on
bad throws. They make my job easy.''
"Winning tbis award is a big motivator for me
in the off-season to be better than 1 was last year.
1 want to study more ftlm than l did last winter,
and get stronger. Coach Cecil had a lot to do

El,line K1ghi/The New~

Quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt was named OVC freshman of
the Year this week.
with my success because of the effort and extra
time he gave up for me to train."
Wide receiver Rod Harper was also recognized with Second Team All OVC honors. Harp-

er led the team in receptions and receiving
yards. He also had a conference leading 10 ,
touchdown catches. Harper's 57 receptions are
sixth and his 779 yards are ninth on the all time
list of season totals for a Racer wide receiver.
Harper's totals as a Racer were 128 receptions
and 1,653 yards. Harper is the third all rime in
receptions and sixth in receiving yards. He also
caught at least one ball in 26 consecutive games.
He was Mr. Consistency this year for the Racers
with six touchdown catches in the last six games
as well as a streak of three games where he had
more than 100 yarJs recdving.
DeAngelo Nelson was named to the First
Team all OVC squad, the frrst tight end from
Murray State to be named to the team since 1993.
Nelson led all tight ends with 34 receptions for
451 yards and three touchdowns. Nelson hauled
in a career high seven receptions for 84 yards
against Eastern Illinois. Nelson also caught 6
receptions for 83 yards and a score against Tennessee Tech
Derrick Parrott was the only Racer to earn
himself defensive OVC accolades. Parrot led the
team in interceptions and broken up passes with
two pkks and four batted down balls. He also
had 62 tackles, 52 of them solo.
For Harper and Parrott it was a bittersweet
ending to their careers . .Ehrhardt and Nelson will
have the chance to hook up next year and work
toward propelling their team to a berth In the
fCS tournament.

Tim MacAllister can be reached
cimothy.macallistcr@murraystJJte.cdu.
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MAMA NANCY'S CABS
1-270-227-4888
Murray, KY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
24 HOURS A DAY
BE SAFE
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO MEl

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St. • (270) 759·2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer cycwcar
o Most insurance accepted
o All types of contacts

MSU Employees
VVeacccptyourinsuntnce
for your eye exam

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget- Custom Installation
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Sunset Boulevard Music

1109 Chestnut Sl. ·Next Door to Wendy'l
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Theater departnient takes the stage
tackling racial and political issues

,
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•

Casey Northcutt

:

Staff writer
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Casey Roberts, junior from Owensboro. Ky., plays a woman torn between her marriage to
her Caucasian husband and a forbidden relationship with her black lover.

Countries often face social and political
issues so pervasive in society they affect the
minds, hearts and behaviors of citizens. Sometimes, these issues get so complex that it takes
theater to truly understand them.
This weekend, the theater department will
present "Tooth and Nail" in Wilson Hall's
Actor's Studio Theatre.
Originally conceived by the South African
troupe The Junction Avenue Theatre Company. the play portrays the ]lorrors and struggles
of apartheid, a poliq of~evere racial segregation that reigned in South Africa from 1948 to
1991.

•

I

•

Kenyan native Jonathan Awori, associate
professor of theater and dance, dircded the
production.
"(It was) written ,around the time that
apartheid was about to collapse. so there is this
mix in the air of anxiety and eager anticipation," he said. "The play, basically tracks the
lives of several different pairs of characters
who are dealing with these major nod massive
changes in South Africa at that time."
The play, hc· said, is composed of 93 fragmented scenes. reflecting the manner in which
the cruelties of apartheid were unveiled.
Several aspects of South African history still
remain vague because the government successfully concealed many of the atrocities it committed during .that era. The play reflects this
ambiguity and uncertainty by avoiding tradi·
tiona! linear plotlines.
"It's not total chaos, they do make sense."
Awori said. 'tBut, there's no way you can just
take it in anq ... process it purely intellectually.
T his is som1hing that requires a little bit more
of an intuiti'le and an emotional response to the
material as well."
With its complex structure, absurdist humor.
utterly human characters and striking emotional depth, Awori said "Tooth and Nail" is one of
the most significant shows he has had the privilege to direct.
He chose the ground-breaking piece not only

Jeremy Teague. junior from Paducah. Ky., portrays a political activist fighting against apartheid and Shannon
Shelby. senior fromMurray plays his interpreter.
because it fit the University ..world contempo·
rary'' requirement for theater, but because it
reflects his own African heritage and because
the script's bold approach to apartheid
impressed him.
"This show didn't try and sanitize apartheid
or simplified it.'' he said. "It just said, 'Here are
the people. This is what they went through, and
yes, it had some negative effects on them. It
had some positive effects on them. But, this is
what it was like. and we should pay attention to
this.'"
The show also features a rather large cast of
characters who struggle to make sense of their
situation and live through the harsh political
environment of1980s South Africa.
Awori said audiences will witness the trials
of numerous figures including a traditional
mother, a rebeUious daughter, an ethically con·

flictcd photographer and a love triangle involving a white woman, her Caucasian husband and
her black lover.
Casey Roberts, junior from Owensboro, Ky.,
plays Letitia. a woman torn between her marriage and a forbidden love.
Roberts said her promiscuous char<tctcr uses
sex and men to meet her emotional needs and
to survive her own hardships.
"She's living in a very rough time when loving people of different skin colors is not
allowed," she said. "I can't really judge her
because who's to say if 1 was in her place at that
tirne, I wouldn't make the same dl'cision?"
To help Roberts and her fellow cast members truly grasp the world they needed to portray, Awori asked three students involved in
the production to research apartheid over the
course of the summer. For the first week of

rehearsal, the actors listened to presentations
on the history of the country's government.
Roberts said she found it difficult to imagine
a situation where simply loving a man of a dif~
fercnt color could break the law and where
prosecutors sometimes used underwear as
courtroom evidence against such offenses.
"The hardest part {of the rehearsal process)
was sincerely trying to understand the world
they lived in," she said.
For Justin Jone.~, junior from Murray. who
plays Letitia's lover, th~o• show's most demand·
ing clement was its movement.
Not only docs "Tooth and Nail" require
actors to continually flow on and off stage but
it also requires them to sing and dance. Cap~
turing as much African culture as one script
can allow, the production employs at least
thr('c different types of step dancing.
"It's very outside the box from what 1've
been used to,'' he said. "There's a lot tlf move~
ment. ... From start ro finish. it's just high·
speed."
He said be believed the long list ofissues that
the show addresses and its inherent uniqueness
will lure students to the theater.
"I don't know how much the average Murray
State student knows about apartheid or life in
South Africa in general," Jones said. "It will
definitely raise some questions and they will
ponder those things, but more than anything
else, I think they should come and sl'c it
because there hasn't hccn a play that r know of
at Murray State that is like this play."
"Tooth and Nail'' will show tonight, Saturday and Thursday through Dec. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in
Wilson Hall's Actor's Studio Theatre.
Tickets are free for students with Racercards. Adult admission is $10.
"For whoever is coming to this," Awori said,
"a certain openness of mind, and I guess of
heart on a particular level, would be the best
way to approach this.... It's packaged 11 little
differently, but there's something here, and if
you're just open to it, then I think you'll get
something from it."
Ca.<:cy Northcutt can be reached at
cascy.northcutt@murraystatc.cdu.

Tooth and Nail
Price: free for students with Racercards, $10 adult admission
Location: Wilson Hall's Actor's Studio Theatre
Dates: Tonight, Saturday, Thursday through Dec. 8at 7:30 p.m.
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~ Christian Gill. freshman from lexington, Ky., as Lydia Davis, junior from Nashville, Tenn.• struggle with an Inter·
• racial friendship. Gill acts and Davis' servant In the play.
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Natalie Cunningham, senior fromVersailles. Ky., plays a traditional mother who works as a trainer healer. "Tooth
and Nail." touches on several political Issues surrounding apartheid.
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Murray offers kindness to out-of-towner
Becky Paskievich
Assistant College Life Editor
Murray's welcoming community makes up for the lack
of snowstorms and shopping
centers which one student
grew up with.
Melissa Lawrence, a postbachelor student, was born
and raised in Syracuse, N.Y.
She left at 18 to attend State
University of New York at
Buffalo where she received a
Bachelor of Arts in sociology.
Lawrence joined the military when she was 27. After
completing active service,
Lawrence moved to Murray
in May to be close to a friend
at Fort Campbell.
Lawrence said Murray's
weather patterns arc not parallel with those of her childhood.
"It's cold in Syracuse," she
said. "There's a lot of snow
and hlizzards. You will go to
school unless the wind chill is
below whatever. Snow is a
common part of life."
Her family still lives in
Syracuse and although she
loves visiting them, her military
deployments
have
altered her perspective on
homesickness.
"For me, homesickness is
different," she said. "I joined
the ' army at 27 and that has

changed so many things. For
me, right now. I'm close to
home, l5 hours away."
She said it's good to know
that she can get home if she
takes a day and drives for a
while.
"I miss my family, but I just
try not to dwell on it," she
said. "The phone is so important and the Internet."
Syracuse is a college town
and is more urban than Murray.
Lawrence said that unlike
Murray. with it's scant selection of shopping venus, Syracuse boasts two multi-Jcvel
malls. She said liquor stores,
corner stores and big grocery
stores fill up her hometown,
another difference.
Lawrence said. however,
the open space isn't a totally
foreign concept to her.
She worked at a summer
camp during high school
where outdoor activities, like
camping and hiking, were
commonplace.
The areas surrounding
Syracuse also have a rural
feel, she said.
"If you go a little outside of
the city there are farms and
dairy farms but it's further
away. We call it the sticks,"
Lawrence said.
She also experienced various terrains in training camps

and deployment locations.
Hawaii, South Carolina,
Qatar, Virginia, Texas, Puerto
Rico, Louisiana and Iraq arc
just a few of the locations she
visited before coming to Murray.
So far, she said she likes liv·
ing in Murray.
"This is a nice place to collect your thoughts and get re·
oriented," she said. "It's very
natural here; it's just real
peaceful."
She said it's hard for her to
find her niche in the social
realm of the community
because she is an older, non·
traditional student.
"As far as social life and as
far as my personal life, it's
boring," she said.
Lawrence said there are not
a lot of plays or open-mic
poetry nights, which she ic;
used to. The Big Apple Cafe
provides a social outlet. but
Lawrence said she still struggles to be totally content with
her social life in Murray.
Still. she said the people in
Murray are very welcoming.
She
mentioned
one
instance when she went to
Wal-Mart and accidentally
left her money at home. The
woman behind her paid for
her purchases, just to be nice
and save Lawrencl' the trouble of driving back home to

get her wallet.
''I still have that receipt on
my refrigerator," she said,
"Reminding me about simple
kindnesses."
On another occasion, she
struck up conversation with a
Wal-Mart employ~·e. whom
she later saw at a local restaurant. There Lawrence asked
advice for something fun to
do later that night.
The woman directed her to
The ·Big Apple and called
ahead to tell the employees to
take care of her.
T he manager had the featured band announce a welcome to Lawrence to Murray
after being overseas for the
last year.
"Everyone stood up and
started clapping," she said. "...
I teared up. I don't know how
to explain it. It was one of the
first memorable experiences
(I had in Murray)."
She said although she was
nervous about coming to
Murray, the connection she
made with the community
made her feel welcome.
Said Lawrence: "For me
coming back from deployment and trying to adjust. this
was the most perfect place to
be."
Becky Paskievich (.'an be
reached at rebecca.paskievich
@murraystate.cdu.

Melissa Lawrence, post-bachelor student from Syracuse. N.Y., was welcomed by the Murray community when she arrived after retumlr19 from
military duty overseas.

Lost Boys of Sudan honored, thanked with reception banquet
Whitney Harrod
Staff writer
The Lost Boys of Sudan have overcome many obstacles to resist the
political corruption occurring in
their native country Sudan. They
were honored during Murray State's
International Education week with a
banquet Nov. IS in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
The invitation-only evening featured four Lost Boys of Sudan currently living in Louisville, Ky .•
Nashville. Tenn., and Murray.
Beginning in the 1970s, the anti·
democratic Northecn Sudan fought
for control of Southern Sudan.
Northern
Sudanese
armies
• attacked a village of thousands of
boys when Gabriel Akech Kwai was
seven years old.
The only option for the surviving
ooys was to ·leave their homes and
families and hike through the night
to . Ethiopia, a 1.000-mile trip they
barely survived.
Sixteen years later, Kwai, a senior
from South Sudan, and three other

Sudanese men were honored for the
actions they rook against the Northem Sudanese government.
Kwai will graduate next month
and plans to attend Murray State for
graduate school.
He, along with Solomon Mongo,
Kuary Aryeith and James Maluak,
presented speeches outlining their
struggles and successes during their
childhoods and promoted ways to
curb the problems in their home
country.
Northern Sudan's government
attacked citizens of Southern Sudan
because it felt threatened by a demo..
cratic government, Kwai said.
When the group reached Ethiopia,
the boys lived for four years in huts
at a refugee camp.
In 1991, the Ethiopian government
forced the boys back into Sudan,
where 5,000 people were attacked
and drowned.
In 2001. the international community created placement programs for
. the surviving boys in the United
States, Australia and Canada where
the boys were evacuated to shortly

before war broke out in Darfur, the
western region of Sudan in 2003.
Northern Sudan and Southern
Sudan signed a comprehensive
peace agreement (CPA) in 2005 but
despite these efforts, Northern
Sudan continues to violate the agreement that instills a national census,
local and national elections and referendums res;arding Southern
Sudan.
Between 1983 and 2005, over
400,000 Sudanese people have been
killed, Kwai said.
"The United States resettled a lot
of people- ovec the last 40 years
including Bosnians. Vietnamese and
Kurds," Michael Basile, director of
the Institute for International Studies, said. "Gabriel was resettled in
Louisville. got placed with a family
and a church helped him come to
Murray."
Basile said 4,000 Lost Boys remain
in the U.S. and the government is
trying to integrate them into urban
communities. Few l ost Girls
escaped from Sudan because they
were not visible during the attack,

but rather sheltered b)' parents.
Northern Sudan's government
killed Kwai's three sisters.
"When the boys were attacked,
they were outside taking care of
cows. but most of the brirls in the villa,ge were inside homes with their
parents," Kwai said. "Many people
ran in different directions. The boys
ran to the East and the girls managed
to run with their parents, so we were
separated like that."
Mongo, a future seminary student
and a Lost Boy from L(lUisville, Ky.,
said a prayer to bless the food.
The documentary "God Grew
Tired of Us," produced by Brad Pitt
and narrated by Nicole Kidman was
shown during the banquet.
The film documented the time
from the beginning of the attack to
the U.S. resettlement of the surviving boys.
"We had to wait and hope for a
better future because sometimes it
feels like you're going crazy and
want to kill yourself," a Lost Boy snid
in the documentary.
Murray State Provost Gary Brock-
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900 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY -42071
(270) 759-1100

way thanked the four Lost Boys for
attending the event and Becky
Watts, depU[y to the president read a
special m<:ssage.
"All of you have been in national
and international news," Brockway
said. "I look forward to seeing
Gabriel receive his degree in finance
and it is great to St'C where he has
come from to what he has accomplished."
Basile thanked Kwai for his
involvement with the local and
national community. He has educated and connected people to the
world, Basile liaid.
"We were lost, but now we arc
found," Kwai said.
He said it is only through education that future preblems involving
Sudan can be avoided.
Mongo said the international
world depends on the American government nnd he appreciates the U.S.
government for not just looking into
the problem, but rather addressing
the events occurring in Sudan.
W!Jitney Harn1d can be reached at
whitncy.harrod@murraystatc.cdu.
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MUSIC REVIEW

Perfect CD picks for everyone on your list:
"Hannah Montana 2: Meet Miley Cyrus'" - Miley Cyrus

Disney Channel has been responsible for a number of successful bubblegum pop artists and the fictional Hannah Montana
is the latest to sell out shows across the country.
While the lyrics sometimes border on cheesy for audiences
older than 12, every so often a gem will appear. "We all want to
believe in something bigger than just us," she sings. "East North
Cumberland High," the addictive for mer-crush song, will get
stuck in your bead after one listen. You have been warned.
Buy it for your younger cousin, though chances are she has it
already, as well as every Hannah Montana item found at WalMart.
'
"Mansions• - Mansions
Heartbreaking vocals and clever stories about getting drunk
and cheating on a significant other arc the foundation for this
self-titled debut.
· ·
Christopher Browder writes and records all of the tracks himself, criticizing the music industry and telling stories of his time
away from home. "If you can't be happy on your own then how
will you ever be happy with somebody else?" he questions in the
fan-favorite track, "Gotta Be Alone." An independent release,
you can fi nd the CD at http:// myspace.com/mansions.
Buy it for your ex-boyfriend who cheated on you. He'll be able
to relate.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at char/ottc.ky/c@
murraysrace.edu.

Staff writer Charlotte Kyle writes the music rel•icw.
It is almost the end of the semester and one thing is certain as college students, we arc not only stressed but we are also
broke.
Purchasing Christma.'l gifts docs not take priority over finals.
Rather than buying your friends and family gear from the Murray State Bookstore once again, use this b"llide to give the gift of
music to those you love.
"Unglamorous" - Lori McKenna
A mother of three, McKenna sings honest tunes about lost
love. marriage. children and the responsibilities of being a mother and a wife.
"Unglamorous" begins with "I Know You," a sultry track that
sets the tone for the entire album. "You love the sound of church
bells but you hate sitting in the pew, baby, I know you," McKenna sings, painting a mental image of a modem-day James Dean.
Buy it for your mom. She'll relate to the housewife lyrics.
"Carnival Ride" - Carrie Underwood
Forget the fact that she was an American Idol - Underwood
has proven herself as a true country artist since her last release.
Her strong vocals and ~outhern twang make every country girl
relate to her songs.
It's a wonderful compilation about growing up and chasing
your dreams. If that doesn't convince you. "last Name'' is an
amazing tale of a drunken Vegas wedding. You can't beat that.
Buy it for your sister or your best friend . Songs like "Get Out
of This Town" might inspire a winter break road trip.
"Even If lt Kills Me" - Motion City Soundtrack
The Minneapolis pop-punk band's third album has calmed
down from the over synthized and awkward vocals from its 2002
debut, but that doesn't mean MCS has lost its unique attributes.
While it may be difficult for some to differentiate Motion City
Soundtrack from the othl'r alternative bands taking over MTV
and the radio, it is the lyrics that separate them.
lines like "calling all cops and autobots" reach out to the pop
culture fans, while songs like "This is For Real'' offer a sweet

photo courte.' y o l z.ahoul.r om

Miley Cyrus. who plays Hannah Montana on the popular Disney Channel
series, has a new CD out just In time for the holiday season.
and clever way of telling someone you dig them.
Buy it for your nerdy brother or your nerdy boyfriend. I certainly hope they are not the same person.

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen. but don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try before you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Country music city lights up Christmas spirit for visitors
down country music memory lane by learning
about inductees like Little Jimmy Dickens, june
Carter and Merle Haggard.
If you have a flare for the scientific side of
things, the next cheap attraction in Nashville
may be for you. The Adventure Science Center is home to several exhibits and events that
are entertairung for people of all ages. Admission is $9.
For those interested in airplanes and flight,
the BlueMax exhibit simulates a three-minute
flight for two people to make them feel they are
really in air. BlueMax allows its pilot to control
every batiK, sltyloop, b aCk flip, corliScrew loop,
spin and screaming d ive.
Visitors can experience concepts of flying.
including the contro lled use of speed and air
pressure to take off, fly and land.
Pre-med? T he Adventure Science Center
also houses the BodyQucst exhibit. This gives
you a look into a day in the life of your body.
BodyQuest shows you what goes on inside
your body and how your systems work together.
The interactive exhibit is 9,000 square feet,
showing visitors how to make healthy choices
and introducing them to possible healthcare
careers.
Nashville offers several ways to enjoy your
winter break with cheap and fun things to do.
T here is something for everyone, whether it's
gazing at Christmas light displays or learning
about johnny Cash's performance at Folsom
Prison. For more attractions in Nashville, visit
www.tripadvisor.com

Nashville, Tenn.
Once your belly is full of turkey and you've
popped in your preferred Christmas mLx CD.
it's officially the holiday season. One great way
to get that holiday
joy on a small
budget is to
visit Nashville,
Tenn.
Students '
pockets
are
starting to feel
a little empty
because of the
mad rush of Christmas shopping that has recently started. luckily, Cheap Trips presents pocket-friend ly, fun things to do that are just two
hours away.
Gaylord Opryland Hotel is a major attraction
for any tourist. But amidst the holiday season,
they offer a little something extra free of
charge. The hotel offers one oft he most extravagant and illuminating Christmas light displays
in the area.
They present their legendary Hall of Trees
decorated with nearly two million Christmas
lights. Tourists can drive on the grounds of the
Hotel ;md admire the displays for free before
stopping at one of the many cafes for some hot
cocoa.
Another cheap attraction in Nashville is the
Country Music Hall of Fame. For a small ticket price of $17.95, you can experience a trip

photo courtesy oi gaylordhotcluoni

Gaylord Opryland Hotel in Nashville. Tenn., displays a show of Christmas liQhts each year as a holiday tradition.
within a day's car ride. send your Cheap Trip information and a·
Every week the College Life section provides fun and fruoal trip
phone number to rebecca.pa~kfevichtmurraystate_edu.
Also. if you get a chance to go to one of our Cheap Trip desti·
nations. send an e-mail to the above address to say how 11 went.
Safe travels!

tdeas. Clip out each week's deslination and refer to it when you
qet in a rut anll need to qet away or are itchrnq for an exciting
adventure.
If you know of an intNesting or entertaining event qotng on

Purchase Area Hypnosis
T 6athing tuhniques to
RBAX•REDXEANXIEIY•
RHJEM:~
~

Stud ent Rates. (270) 436-5927
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Looking for a few good
netwoil<
markete rs
(270 ) 293-8 72 6 fdir e p. c om I c h u c ka n dmarge
SP.ring Break 2008. Sell
trips, e01fn cash and &o
free. Cal for GrouP. Discounts. Best Prices Guarantet;d!
Best Parties!
Jama1ca1 Cancun-' Acagulcp, Banamas, ;), PaHre~.
Florida.
Information/
Reservations 800-648-484
or www.ststravel.com
Three Jack Russels available for adoption. Two 9
month old males and one
1 1/2 year old female.
$100 adoption fee. (270)
493- 0089 or (270) 7599222. 1ndoor loving homes
only.
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